With a single laser,
our unique technology brings
a revolutionary solution to
the production site

Defying the boundaries of measurement

ver.4
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The first industrial application of
the
"Optical Frequency Comb"
The concept of optical frequency comb was
given the 2005 Nobel Prize in Physics and was
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recognized as the world most accurate ruler.
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XTIA has succeeded in creating the first

Laser
周波数

Optical Comb

光コム

industrial application of this unique concept
by turning optical comb lasers into compact
modules and integrating them into systems

Laser

with eﬃcient hardware and software
周波数

the world most accurate ruler.
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XTIA's technology offers
coaxial laser measurement
with the best accuracy
Coaxial laser measurement is the only optical method to
inspect complex 3D shapes.

Reflection

Conventional

Reflection

Incident light

XTIA

Interference
C

Workpiece
Coaxial configuration:
Easy measurement of complex
3D structures.

Incident light

with structure

Workpiece
Off-axis configuration:
Complex 3D structures
interfere with the
measurement.
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XTIA's Unmatched Advantages
Conventional
Reflection

Reflection

Incident light

XTIA

Incident light

C

with structure

Work

Coaxial configuration
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With its coaxial configuration, the very concept
of XTIA's optical comb laser allows for the best

Interference

Work

Complex 3D shapes

光コムという特殊なレー

Off-axis configuration

possible measurement accuracy. Its greatest
advantage is to allow for the profiling of complex
3D shapes: interferences between the measurement
light and the structure is minimized, so that
data with high reproducibility can be obtained.

High-speed
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XTIA's technology enables a fully automated
inspection at a speed of 500,000 points per second.
With such a high measurement speed, large data sets
can be obtained for a broad range of applications,
including high-accuracy shape profiling.

Depth of focus
Line scan
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XTIA sensors have a very wide measurement depth
and can measure not only complex shapes but also
large irregularities. As a result, our sensors enable
the automated inspection of medium and large
size parts with complex 3D shapes that can not

130mm

be probed through other measurement methods.

90mm
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Conventional

XTIA's optical comb laser reflected by the

Ambient light

target object can be clearly dist inguished
from stray light. The resulting measurement
thus remains unperturbed by the ambient

Incident light

XTIA

Ambient light

Reflected light

Ambient-light

Reflected light
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Incident light

light. It ensures a highly reproducible
acquisition of data at the production
site, irrespective of its light environment.

05 Long W.D.

Work

Work

Unaffected by

Perturbed by

ambient light.

ambient light

Our wide range sensor presents a working
distance as long as 127mm, whereas our highdefinition sensor exhibits a working distance
as long as 106mm. As a result, XTIA products
can easily measure the depth of unique shapes

W.D.

for which long working distances are required.

Incident light

Reflected light

>100mm W.D.

Work
Measuring the shape of long slits
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Wide range
sensor
XY resolution
Z resolution
XY repeat accuracy

100µm
10µm
± 10µm *1

Z repeat accuracy

± 2µm*1

Z measurement range

± 65mm

Working distance
Scan type
Measurement extent
Measurement target

127mm
Line scan
90mm width
Measure shape and appearance of mid/large parts.
Target feature and defect dimensions:
300µm width / 20µm depth / 20µm height
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product
A lineup of 3 sensors, unique industrial application of the optical comb concept.
For a wide range of use and applications.

High-definition sensor

Super high-definition sensor

S40

M5

60µm

28µm

1µm

1µm

± 10µm *1

± 10µm *1

± 1µm*1

± 1µm*1

± 3mm

± 0.2mm

106mm

74mm

Line scan/ Area scan

Area scan

50mm width/ 40x40mm area

5x5mm area

Inspection of parts with 6mm unevenness.

Visual inspection of local features and defects.

Target feature and defect dimensions:

Target feature and defect dimensions:

180µm width / 3µm depth / 3µm height

90µm width / 3µm depth / 3µm height

*1 Value measured by XTIA's systematic method using our company's standard gauge (Ambient temperature: 23 ± 1℃ ).
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3D Profiling
・2D/3D visualization of measurement data.
・Circle center-to-center distance measurement.
・Point-to-line distance measurement.
・Point-to-plane distance measurement.
・Noise filtering.
・Cross-section profile.
・Data export and save.

0.092mm

1.345mm

3D defect profiling
・Easy defect visualization.
・Defect cross-section profile.
・Instant defect evaluation.

19µm

12µm

9µm

6µm

Volume calculation
・Ex: combustion chamber with or without plug and valve.
・Flexible calculation settings for general-purpose inspection.
・Export data and calculation result as CSV/XLSX file.
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software
Simultaneous inspection of shapes and defects:
・Both visual and dimensional inspection in a single measurement
・Real-time data display and manipulation via PLC touch panel

Visual inspection & automatic defect detection
・Inspect concave and convex defects on processed surfaces
・Custom settings for automated defect detection
・Flexible settings for general-purpose visual inspection
・Export data, results and images result as CSV/XLSX file.

Operator-mode UI for mass-production line
・From data measurement to result inspection in only two steps
Read model barcode and click "Start" button
・Single click to display the detected area
・Single click to startup the profiler and display measured data
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standalone

Easily measure mult iple complex structures w ithout setup
modification
3D digitization of complex structures performed without setup modification or teaching.
Strengths
+ 3D shape acquisition in a short measurement time.
+ Coaxial laser configuration for the measurement of complex structures.
+ Capable of measuring samples with dimensions up to tens of centimeters.
+ Unperturbed by ambient light, so measurement can be performed in any light environment.
Weaknesses
+ Difficult to measure materials with poor reﬂectivity such as glass.
+ Slightly expensive
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scanner
Line Scan

Area Scan

L90 model

L90 model

S40 model

S40 model

Z
X
Y

Motion
X axis: Mirror galvanometer laser scan

X axis: Mirror galvanometer laser scan

Y axis: Moving stage or moving sensor

Y axis: Mirror galvanometer laser scan

Z axis: Optical comb laser detection

Z axis: Optical comb laser detection

The following options are compatible with the L90 and S40 models.

Helicoidal scan

Mirror line scan

Sensor

Sensor

motion

motion

Mirror area scan

Rotating mirror
X axis: Rotating mirror scan

X axis: Mirror galvanometer scan

X axis: Mirror galvanometer scan

Y axis: Moving sensor

Y axis: Moving sensor

Y axis: Mirror galvanometer scan

Z axis: Optical comb detection

Z axis: Optical comb detection

Z axis: Optical comb detection
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Oﬃcer)

XTIA Leading Team
Takao YAGI (President & CEO）
Master from the University of Cambridge
Sony alumni

R&D Center

Business Division

Motonobu KOUROGI
(Honorary Fellow)

Master from the University of Tokyo

Yosuke MURAKI (COO）
University of California, Berkeley

PhD from TokyoTech

Sony alumni (2012 MVP)

Takashi IZUMI (Executive

Kazuhiro IMAI (CTO)

Master from Tohoku University

PhD from TokyoTech

Washington University

RIKEN alumni

Toyota Central R&D Labs alumni

Mark JABLONSKI (CRO)

Atsuhiko KAMIJIMA

Master from MIT

Master from Tokyo University of
Agriculture and Technology

PhD from the University of Tokyo

Hitachi akumni

Administrative
Takumi KAWAI (CFO)
Keio University
PwC / Mitsubishi alumni
CPA holder

Hiroshi FUKUZAWA (Executive Chairman)
Waseda University
Alumni of Nomura Securities &
multiple foreign investment banks
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The concept of optical frequency combs
In a nutshell, the optical frequency comb technology is a special type of light that has the properties of both a
monochromatic laser and a white light containing multiple wavelengths. Its main features are as follows:
- It includes the light of multiple frequencies/wavelengths.
- The laser of each frequency is a laser presenting a narrow linewidth.
- The interval between each laser frequency is constant.
- All laser frequencies are in phase.
This type of light is dubbed an optical frequency comb because in the frequency domain each laser line resembles
the tooth of a comb.
Standard profile measurement by normal lasers rely on the
so-called time-of-flight method. It determines distances by

Time-of-ﬂight

measuring the time it takes for a laser pulse to travel to the
target object and travel back to its origin after reﬂection.
In order to accurately measure a difference in distances
ranging between 1 and 10 micrometers with a normal laser,
one would need to measure the time-of-flight difference at
the femtosecond scale. Detectors with such time precision
levels however do not exist and instruments using the timeof-ﬂight method with normal lasers are thus very inaccurate.
By contrast, intruments based on optical combs can rely on
the multiple lasing frequencies to drastically improve this
accuracy. Using two optical combs serving respectively as
a reference and a probe, and knowing the phase diﬀerence
between all teeth of the combs, it is possible to expand the

The step height is measured from the diﬀerence in laser
time-of-ﬂight. Time diﬀerence for a micrometer step:
- Normal laser: femtosecond/too fast to measure
- XTIA laser: nanosecond/slow enough to measure

time-scale needed to measure the time of ﬂight diﬀerence.
As a result the time needed to measure micrometer distances is not at the femtosecond level any more but orders of
magnitude longer, at the nanosecond level. Such a time-scale is compatible with existing detectors and the intrinsic
features of our optical comb lasers thus allow for high-accuracy measurement down to the micrometer level.
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Example

Fully automated inspection
Casting, forging, machining, die-casting
Easy automated inspection of any complex

Complex 3D geometriesExample
With a large depth of focus and a coaxial
measurement configuration, complex 3D
geometries can be easily measured.
Automatic inspection recipies are freely
customizable and greatly shorten the
inspection time.

9.860mm

39.200mm

8.800mm

Example: distance between circles
Specifying two circles on the measured data instantly returns
the distance between their centers. Other types of dimensional
measurement can be easily performed:
・Circle center-to-center distance
・Point-to-line distance
・Point-to-plane distance
・Flatness
・Step assessment

Automatic assessment recipes
Easy recipe creation.
Allows automatic evaluation of multiple units.
From a regular sampling inspection, one can instantly
implement a fully automated inspection of multiple units.
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Example: Cylinder head
Even a cylinder head with a mix of casting
components and machined surfaces can be
inspected without difficulties.
Even the optical comb laser light scattered
by the cast surface can be measured, which
allows for complex shape inspection.

Other type of parts:
Conrod
Gear
Oil pump
Camshaft
Turbine rotor
Brake rotor
6.800mm

132.200mm

3.000mm

Piston
Timing-chain cover
Cylinder blocks etc.

Surface ﬂatness can also be measured
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02

Example

Inner wall of a bore
Defect inspection with 1µm accuracy

Example of measurement result by XTIA sensor

Cylinder fitting of measurement data

Helicoidal laser scan
The coaxial configuration of our sensor makes it possible to place a mirror on the laser path in order to
refract the light before measurement/inspection. By rotating the mirror, it is possible to perform 3D shape
measurement and 3D visual inspection on the inner wall of a cylinder while maintaining micrometer-level
accuracy.
This measurement method is only possible thanks to the coaxial configuration of our sensor, whereas the
micrometer accuracy is only achieved because of the use of the optical comb laser. Both the optical comb
laser and the coaxial configuration are thus necessary to inspect the inner wall of a cylinder with such a high
precision.
Our helicoidal laser scan sensors can be used for a range of complex parts, the automatic inspection of which
were previously thought to be impossible: it allows for the identification of blemish, scratches and burrs on the
inner wall of bores, cylinder liners, various types of valves, conrods etc.
Our 3D shape measurement method makes it extremely easy to identify such defects and only our optical comb
laser in a coaxial configuration allows for such a high level of automatic inspection. Upon customer request, we
can also build alternative equipment configurations that conform with the cycle time of a mass-production line,
as well as a specific algorithm for automatic assessment.
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Inner dimensions of bores and holes at a micron accuracy
Measuring the inner walls of cylindrical shapes at a micrometer accuracy
is only possible with our optical comb laser in a coaxial configuration.
This enables the inspection of all internal dimensions of bores and holes.

Head

Moreover, our high-speed measurement enables both visual inspection and
dimensional measurement simultaneously and in accordance with cycle time
requirements.

The laser irradiates the inner wall

Optical comb laser

Point 1: A mirror reﬂects the laser toward the inner wall of the workpiece
→ Makes the measurement within the workpiece possible
Point 2: 360°rotation of the mirror around the axis of the sensor head
→ 360°scan of the inner wall
Point 3: Moving the sensor head along the vertical axis

Rotating mirror

→ Z-axis scan inside the workpiece
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Cylinder head

03

Example

Volume inspection
Total chamber volume measurement
The volume of the cylinder head chambers can be measured
with an extremely small error. Even for complex geometries,
the laser does not interfere with the inspected structure,
owing to the coaxial configuration of our sensor. As a result,
XTIA sensors can achieve a very high repeat accuracy.
Furthermore, since the measurement method is not aﬀected
by ambient light or light reflected on the target object,
extremely high reproducibility can be achieved on the
production site, thus enabling a fully reliable inspection
process.

Advanced mathematical modeling
In addition to the optical comb laser that enables the
3D measurement of complex geometries, advanced
mathematical modeling ensures measurement errors that
meet customer requirements even without plugs and valves.
On top of the highly reproducible measurement data, the
number of data points is very large, so the mathematical
modeling can be performed with a high accuracy based on
actual data. Only with reliable data, a very large number of
data points, and advanced mathematical modeling can we
achieve a full inspection of the chamber volume with high

Introduced
at multiple sites

Being
introduced

Raw Material

Raw Material

Pre-processy

Pre-Process
XTIA

reproducibility. Upon customer request, XTIA can build such
tailor-made advanced mathematical modeling.

Reduced volume variation
By feeding forward the information on the total volume to
the machining process, error corrections can be introduced
into the process ﬂow and the variation in chamber volume
Error
correction

Process

Process

XTIA

XTIA

Post-process

automatic volume inspection of cylinder heads will greatly
contribute to the realization of high added value as part of
production solutions.
Until now, measurement and inspection would merely lead

Error
correction

Post-process

can be reduced to its utmost limit. As a result, a fully

to the rejection of defective products but would not create
added value. A fully automatic volume inspection however
opens new paths to drastically improve the production
processes and create added value along the way.

XTIA
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Agressive design for fuel eﬃciency

Decreased reliability

The chamber volume had to be originally designed with a

due to knocking etc.

However, if the chamber volume variation is reduced
through a fully automated inspection, both the process
capability and the compression ratio can be further
improved. This aggressive design can directly contribute
to improved fuel efficiency. It is thus possible to improve

Fuel efficiency

safety margin in order to account for process variations.
Agressive design

performance by introducing in the production process a
consistent error reduction mechanism that maximizes design
and manufacturing capabilities.

Normal design

NG design

Compression ratio (Volume)

Simultaneous measurement of defects
The optical comb measuring device can acquire 3D shape
data in a single measurement. With this data, one can not
only measure the chamber volume but also the condition
of the processed surface, making it possible to measure
surface scratches simultaneously. Depending on the
maximum acceptable size of surface scratches, either the
wide-range sensor L90 or the high-definition sensor S40
may be required, so XTIA will adapt its sensor design to the
customer's request. By automating processes that had until
now been relying on the human eye, our optical comb laser
sensors makes it possible to upgrade to fully digital data.

Piston matching
As the variation in the chamber volume of the cylinder head
is reduced, one needs to control the piston geometry as a
good matching between the chamber and piston geometries
will also contribute to the fuel efficiency. By obtaining data
on the volume and geometry of the piston with our 3D
shape measurement sensors, it is possible to perform more
advanced selective assembly with the cylinder head and
therefore optimize fuel efficiency.
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Example

Quantitative inspection
From quantitative inspection to
quantitative engineering with XTIA
Quantitative assessment of
defects based on depth, area,
volume, cross-sectional area. etc.
Using 3D data with micrometer accuracy, one
can set clear criteria for automated defect
inspection. Regardless of subjective variations
of the human eye, XTIA makes defect
inspection reliable and thus contributes greatly

19µm

12µm

9µm

6µm

to quality improvement.

Blemish

Scratch

Burr

Identifying burrs and scratches
With 3D data, spots, burrs and scratches
can be easily distinguished. For defect
detection, it is possible to set the depth and
height of spots and burrs as well as the
volume of the defects as threshold values,
making it possible to perform quantitative
visual inspections on parts for which
airtightness is required.
Note: Dimensionless blemish is not actually
observed by the optical comb sensor.

29µm
Workpiece with both blemish and scratches. Blemish is seen as ﬂat
while the scratch depth is quantitatively measured.

Unaffected by ambient light
Since our sensors are based on the
specificities of XTIA optical comb
lasers, the measurement laser can be
distinguished from ambient light and
the measurement itself is not affected
by the light environement. As a result,
our laser measurement method can be
easily adopted to build reliable data
even at production sites where there is a
significant amount of ambient light.
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Detection, over-detection and under-detection of defects
Foreign body

Same material Burr

Scratch

Crack

Blemish

particle

Side view

Small

Large

Non-

spherical spherical spherical

Top view

Optical camera
Optical comb

Over

OK

Over

Under

Under

Under

Under

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

Under

Under

The above is just a general theory, and depends on the considered material of the
work and inspection conditions.
With its optical comb 3D measurement, XTIA enables the quantitative assessment of defects based on height and
depth information. This ensures a fully automated visual inspection, which is not possible with optical cameras. If
blemish detection is needed, XTIA oﬀers hybrid inspection products using both optical camera and optical comb
sensors.

Simultaneous visual and dimensional inspection
Thanks to XTIA's 3D measurement data, it is possible
to analyze both the appearance and the dimensions of
a workpiece in a single data set, and to perform a fully
automated inspection. In a single scan, XTIA sensors
simultaneously provide not only the XYZ coordinates of the
workpiece, but also detect defects and extract dimensional
data such as surface ﬂatness or distance between elements.
The use of XTIA sensors can thus minimize the inspection
cycle time.
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Example

Robot-arm sensor
Under development...

Easy inspection from all angles
On top of the 3D measurement of complex shapes,
XTIA has realized the combination of a robot arm
and a sensor so that it can measure and inspect
from any angle.

Robot-arm vibration
Robot arms generally suffer from vibrations that
would greatly aﬀect measurement accuracy, making
it unsuitable for high-precision measurements.
XTIA has however succeeded in preserving its
sensor's micrometer-level accuracy by controlling
the vibration of the robot arm. This opens the path
to new dimensions inspection and measurement: it
is expected to greatly improve the breadth of the
system that will support measurement of various
types of structures and shapes.
XTIA robot-arm with the high-definition sensor S40
and the wide-range sensor L90 will be released
sequentially.

Toward the Ultimate Shape
Easily inspecting complex shapes at multiple angles.
This is what we call the Ultimate Shape. XTIA's optical comb
technology can most closely approximate this Ultimate
Shape. From dimensional and visual inspection to multisided synthesis and beyond, we are opening the door to
countless possibilities and we will keep accelerating the
evolution of our unique technology.
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AI + XTIA

06

Example

Under development...
Using AI for automated inspection criteria
■ Upgrading visual inspection with AI
In all cases for which convent ional rule-based
assessment remains difficult, AI makes it possible to
use human-like decision criteria during the inspection
process. Examples:
- Indeterminate casting defects on the casting surface.
- Similar depth of both scratches and processing marks.
Leveraging the strengths of XTIA sensors regarding
its high accuracy level and its unique measurement of
complex 3D structures, we provide highly accurate and
stable inspection performance.
■ Inferring optimal manufacturing conditions
Combining manufacturing conditions with big data on
product quality accumulated through XTIA sensors, we
infer optimal manufacturing conditions that maximize
product quality.
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Inspection
Wide range of applications such as forged and machined workpieces, die-casting etc.

Brake Rotor

Piston

Turbine Rotor

Gear

Timing Chain Cover

Camshaft Gear Assembly

Conrod
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Oil pump
Cylinder head

Crankcase
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Company history

Commissioned R&D Business

2002

Established as a technology venture from the Tokyo Institute of
Technology.

2015

Successfully established a technology for the mass-production of
optical comb modules.
Open Manufacturing and Service Centers.

Product Sales Business

2017

Release of optical comb sensors L90 and S40

Received the Kuramae Industrial Association Venture Award.
No. 1 share of the Japanese automotive parts visual inspection
market (Fuji Keizai).

Solutions Business

2018

Started selling solution software

Opening Demo Room and R&D Center

2020

Japan Venture Awards 2018:
President's Award, Small and Medium Enterprise Organization
Company name changes to XTIA Ltd.
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Company profile

XTIA Ltd.
Established
Board of Directors

2002/04/01
President & CEO
Executive Chairman
Honorary Fellow

Hiroshi FUKUZAWA
Motonobu KOUROGI, PhD

CTO

Kazuhiro IMAI , PhD

CFO

Takumi KAWAI

Outside director

Kenji HAYASHI

Outside director

Yasuaki TANIGUCHI

Full-time corporate auditor

Capital

Takao YAGI

Yasuyuki ITOJI

Corporate auditor

Takashi WATANABE

Corporate auditor

Nagakichi MIYATA

495,000,000 yens

3-6-12 Kanda Misaki-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 〒 101-0061, JAPAN
Tel +81(0)3-6380-9807 Fax +81(0)3-6380-9795
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Specifications at a glance
L90
Model
Repeat accuracy

Wide range sensor

S40

M5

High-definition sensor

Super high-definition sensor

Z: ± 2µm

Z: ± 1µm

Z: ± 1µm

XY; ± 10µm

XY; ± 10µm

XY; ± 10µm

Z: 10µm

Z: 1µm

Z: 1µm

XY: 100µm

XY: 60µm

XY: 28µm

100 μ m

60 μ m

28 μ m

127mm

106mm

74mm

Area scan

-

40 x 40mm

5 x 5mm

Line scan

90㎜

50㎜

-

150mm

150mm

150mm

W400mm / 500mm

W300mm

W300mm

L375mm / 475mm

L300mm

L300mm

H180mm / 280mm

H180mm

H180mm

Maximum weight

25kg

25kg

25kg

Stage dimensions

W601mm / 701mm

W601mm

W601mm

L766mm / 803mm

L766mm

L766mm

H906mm / 1006mm

H906mm

H906mm

Gross weight

100kg

101kg

101kg

Head unit gross weight

3.7kg

4.5kg

4.5kg

Resolution
Beam diameter
Working distance

Z-axis operating range
Measurement range

General specifications
Laser class
Class 1 laser at 1.5 μ m/Guiding laser at 650 nm
Lifetime
Laser source: 5 year-equivalent
DC coolin fan: 5 year-equivalent
Galvanoscanner: 4 year-equivalent（10h/per day, 22days per month, 70% occupancy rate）
Note 1: The measurement accuracy is expressed by the square root of Allan variance.
Note 2: Stage size and measurement range are subject to change without notice due to specification changes. It can also be customized.
Please contact our sales office for further information.
Note 3: We do not guarantee the protection of the contents stored in the main body and storage media such as hard disks. In addition,
we do not restore such contents. It is the responsibility of the customer to backup critical data. It is also the responsibility of the
customer to prevent data leaks.
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